
High Pressure Laminate faces for timber acoustic panels

HPL - finish options



New: Ultra Matt, anti-fingerprint HPL

A dramatic and contemporary look. Highly 
resistant to scratches and fingerprints, 
unlike other matt surfaces.

New: Printed HPL 

Enables uniquely multifunctional solutions 
like sound absorbing cupboard doors 
with imagery, branding or signage; still 
maintaining the abrasion resistance of 
normal HPL.

Colours

A wide range of colours are available. Talk 
to us if you have specific NCS, RAL or 
Pantone requirements.

Textures

Each of the timber effect finishes has a pre-
selected texture to best suit the character 
of the species it represents. 
Solid colours are usually a satin finish and 
on special request, Ultra Matt finishes are 
available as mentioned below.

Timber effect

As well as the standard finishes overleaf, 
many more options are available. These 
are high quality finishes with complimentary 
texture.

Made with several layers of paper and resins pressed together under high pressure, the resulting sheet is of high quality and with 
excellent durability. Combining this technology with acoustic panels produces excellent solutions.

Scratch and 
impact-resistant. 
Timber effect or 
solid colours.
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HPL timber - typical finishes

These are the standard HPL (high pressure laminate) options which are usually in stock for shorter lead times. Many more are available and we can try to match finishes. The 
standard thickess is 0.9mm and these are highly scratch resistant, UV resistant, and low maintanance finishes.

Talk to us if you have specific NCS, RAL or Pantone colour requirements. Many more are available and we can try to match finishes. The standard thickess is 0.9mm and these 
are highly scratch resistant, UV resistant, and low maintanance finishes.

Black

White Pearl

Anthracite

White

Urban Grey

Ivory

Light Grey

Grant

Colours - typical finishes
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Maple

Warm Walnut

Vintage Fumed Oak

Manzano

Ash

Natural Walnut

Olmo

Grey Ash Olmo

Natural White Oak

Elm

Papier

Grey Olmo

White Washed Oak

Nobel Oak

Black stained Oak

Grey Mocha



HPL Examples

info@stil-acoustics.co.uk
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